Allocation Model of Rail Transportation Stations in GIS Environment
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a GIS based model for locating urban rail stations is suggested. The Purpose of the model is maximizing the number of passengers who are attracted to the rail. The model at first generates different combinations of stations along the rail line. Following that, the model evaluates the rail trip attraction from the station-covered areas in each combination of stations. Finally, the model prioritizes the location and combinations of stations. Based on this, the optimized locations of stations are determinable. The suggested model considers local conditions, user characteristics and rail specifications.
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. INTRODUCTION

The Regional Planning Commission has received a grant from the Department of Transportation to conduct a Rail Station Location and Design Analysis along the Railroad line. [ ]

Funding for the study is provided through the Transportation, Community and System Preservation Program (TCSP). TCSP goals which will be achieved through this project include:

- Improving the efficiency of the transportation system.
- Reducing environmental impacts of transportation.
- Reducing the need for costly future public infrastructure investments.
- Ensuring efficient access to jobs, services, and centers of trade.
- Examining community development patterns and identifying strategies to encourage private sector development patterns and investments that support these goals.[ ]

. STUDIES

Locating stations on a designated rail transit corridor is one of the most important steps in designing urban rail systems. To measure population coverage amount through stations, one of the methods is to utilize centrally united geometric shapes by reducing attraction indices (with distance increase from the station). [ ]

Planners usually utilize The Presented information for urban statistical areas (population blocks) to assess population under the coverage of each station.

Each statistical area is a polygon and the users are attracted according to the attraction model through one station.

. ASSUMING

\[ C = \{ c_h; h=1, \ldots, H \} \]

Which C= sum of statistical areas

The Coverage of R(i) which is generated by station si is defined as this relation:

\[ R(i) = \sum_{l=1}^{l} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{OD_{ij}}{r_{ik}} \text{Area}(B_{ik} \setminus B_{il-1}) \cap c_j; \quad i=1, \ldots, n \]

k=index loop and K is number of loop of each station.

Among the innovations of this essay is the appropriate combination of factors effecting stations location. Among the most important factors of the proposed model of this essay, is the elimination of a number of assumptions & substituting the real simulations which has led to more appropriate explanation of the system performance.

In this model, an attracted demand by the stations utilizing the demand diversion function (proporionate to travel time improvement utilizing the rail system) has been estimated.

. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this essay is to present a new model for locating urban railway transport stations. This model can resolve the problem in real dimensions utilizing geographic information systems.

Among the innovations of this essay is the appropriate combination of factors effecting stations location. Among the most important factors of the proposed model of this essay, is the elimination of a number of assumptions & substituting the real simulations which has led to more appropriate explanation of the system performance.

In this model, an attracted demand by the stations utilizing the demand diversion function (proporionate to travel time improvement utilizing the rail system) has been estimated.

Categorization of the covered areas based upon real travel time has been undertaken which are among the most important distinction factors of the proposed model with the previous models in this context.

The model after processing the inputs presents the best combinations or alignments of stations according to priority arrangements as outputs.
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